Introduction
7EE ~ Keys of Self-Mastery
13MMM13 Presents The 7EE (7-Day Energy Experience), bringing forth
Transmissional-Teachings, Illuminated from the Library of Living Light.
These Transmissional-Teachings are from an Ethereal Existence of Light, and
written from Love.
This Energy Experience Lovingly Supports those who wish to Awaken their Senses
and Abilities to a higher Consciousness.
These Teachings are Tablets written from a "Light-Script", encased in an EnergeticGolden-Glaze, Enriched and Enhanced from the Language of Love.
As one Engages themselves within the inner-sanctions of the original thought form,
a Light-Ignites, and the Word is Recalled. The moment one begins to Enter within,
rather than without, they begin to Self-interpret in a Representation, that
Phonetically gives thyself understanding of one’s thought form.
This thought form born from the original Word, is identified as a frequency drawn
from pure love and light. Trusting these thoughts is of a Discernment, and are of
original form.
Light Language is Deliverance. Its Freedom executes a purity of its Expressions, as
the Energy of Essence is being produced and provided.
Drawn from integrity and Energy of the Experience, one may open to a Higher
Source and the God-Self. We are in an Accelerated Ascension Process right now,
and it cannot be denied. We are more refined and polished, and Speak with
articulated expressions that are delivered through the Essence of Energy, versus
Words of Explanation in an Exploratory Definition.
It is time to Self-discover, time to go within, and reclaim the Divine-Divinity of the
I Am in the Mighty Presence of a One Aspect to all that is.

In the Course of this 7-Day Energy Experience, there is an Angelic-Application
Served as a Divine Guidance to Assist one in obtaining the Keys of Self-Mastery.
It is a huge undertaking, commitment and of a self-determination to widen the
narrowed path, so that the Walk of Life is Extended and Expanded to become the
Rise of this Ascended Body of Love, Peace and Harmony.
One has been working towards this obtainment for lifetimes. And maybe, this is
the lifetime that one may Achieve the Angelic Application as a Degree of SelfMastery.
We are all about to embark on a 'next' Experience that will highlight so much more
of what we have all been waiting for, and worked lifetimes to Achieve.
This Mastery of Self, is the Knower Who Knows how to Utilize these offerings and
self-assist with the Gifts provided.
As One is Refined and Defined the Energy of own Experiences, the Truth of
Knowingness will set the Memory in Motion.
As the Light Tablets of Teachings begin to open from within, and one begins to
Regain the Remembrances of Who we are and Why we are Here, it is from within
our Sacred Story Now Unfolding the Pages of Light, that we may be Revealed these
Truths.
In this Awakening a Self-Empowerment is Returned, thus Allowing the Self to be
in the Stability and Stance of the Sacred Seals of Seven. As the Spine of Seven is
Aligned, it offers Freedom that Holds the Posture in Perfect Position.
Within an
Ethereal Existence, is
increased Energy which supports this
Experience, that one is about to embark upon.
As a New Start, in a New Earth, as Birthing has begun.
The 7EE Unites, Emerges and Blends Entities of Light, bringing forth their Love
from Above, to Here Below, as a "meeting in the middle" per se.

There is a Movement of Many that have been entrusting the Awakening Process,
co-collectively and of Self-Support. These Practitioners of Peace choose to Stand
Tall, and be in the forefront in a most exciting time of our life.
This Energy Experience is a Never-Ending Sacred-Story of Truth, Love and Light.
The many participants have said, that the “7EE has Altered the Energy Fields of
the Embodiment and has enabled their Systems to Awaken and Receive what has
once been Hidden, to now be Found and Activated from within”.
Peacefully Surrendering, Trusting, having Faith and allowing the Key of Patience,
will create the "Allism" in the Awakening of One’s Arrival. Allism is a Collaboration
of the Creative Mind Pairing Equally with the Heart, the Emotions and the Physical
bodies. Sometimes the Mind tries to Convince or Control the System of this or
that, and it can lead one through a Self-Struggle, and it may take that much longer
to Receive. So, letting go of the Minds-Ego is a Self-Surrender, as to Awaken the
Spirit of the Soul to Know that much more.
It's like Putting a Puzzle together, we Just keep Finding more Pieces. Puzzles can
be ‘difficult’ at first, and a bit overwhelming. The Key is Patience and a
knowingness that ALL the Pieces are laid out before thee. It may seem Difficult at
first, though the more pieces that conjoin, the Easier it becomes.
The Reason You have brought yourself Forward . . . Lead by Self and Source, is
because You are Ready to Receive and are able to Withstand the New-Frequency.
You HAVE been Committed and Dedicated to do the work, to get er' done.
If you have received this Invitation as a Call of Memory, we Bless you and Honor
you for your Arrival, as you have prepared for a long time, are in a Remembrance
and are Ready to Receive.
We are getting ready to Enter through The Gate of Goodness, and as Gatherers we
are Angelically Assembled, to bring forth the Formulations of Freedom.

As you are a Keeper of Divine-Codes and live within Highest Integrity and
Intelligence, you have been personally Called Upon by thy-Self to Receive and
Remember, throughout this 7-Day Energy Experience.

The Transmissional-Teachings ~ are Energy-Expressions.
The 7EE is a Self-Seeding Service,
For those who wish to Receive, simply Receive.
It is time to Bring forward the Findings of Formulas
The 7EE is Ever-Changing and Ever-Evolving

While You are in this Energy Experience, you will be Clothed in a Continual
Sheathing Process with Divine Frequency, Caretaking and Creating a Space of Love
and Light.
As one has altered themselves to the higher planes of existence without resistance,
they are Ready to Receive.

The Key . . . Simplicity
We are in a Miraculous, Momentous, Magical time right now, and we are those we
have been waiting for. We are letting go of Divisions and Duality that once
separated us, and are now becoming the Unison of Oneness.
The 7-Day Energy Experience ~
As the Energy is set in motion, Mary will hold and anchor space while in this
Experience. In the Awakening of one's Ascension process, the unfolding of the
Spiritual-Self begins to occur. Mary will provide the necessary Energetic Tools in
an allegiance to Help Others Help themselves. Throughout the 7-Day Energy
Experience, one may begin to Receive as agreed, the Input of the "Newborn LivingLight Seeds of Seven".

Throughout the Seven Days while in Clarity and Consistency, Mary will go into a
Dedicated Motherly-Meditation, Holding Sacred-Space to those requesting this 7Day Energy Experience. As she opens the Portals of Peace in which one shall
travel, she Sheathes, Guides, Counsels, Activates, Teaches and Assists throughout
this Experience. As one enters into a Zero Point Experience, she will Open the
"Crystalline-Cylindrical-Container" Housing the Sacred Energy of this Experience
for "Review".
Mary is a Transmitter and an Activator of Light Frequency ~ Translating Energy of
Divine Angelic Language to the Receiver in Request.
As Consciousness is Raised, one enables Self to be Revealed through the SevenSeals, the Higher-Consciousness of the Divine I Am Self, that may Activate the
Codes-behind-the-Codes to Create an opening at the Core Center of one's
Existence, as they begin to Remember the Infinite Intelligence of their being.
All that is required is an Open Heart, Trust, Faith, and 7 days of commitment in this
Remote Experience, all done from within the Comforts of your own Space and time.
Mary holds the Space in "Oneness" and provides the Teaching Tools ~ YOU create
the Purpose, the Path of Illumination, Self-Healing and an Awakening of Awareness.
In the Guidance of Self and Source, this 7-Day Energy Experience will offer a very
Intimate and Innate look into the Soul's Spirit. As we are Awakening, and are in an
all-time high of Knowingness, we Trust the Self-Source of the I Am Presence. We
are being fueled with Heightened Energy, Revealing Codes-behind-the-Codes of
this Mastery Plan of the I Am.
The Light-Seeding Service of this 7-Day Energy Experience is a catalyst of the
Mighty I Am Presence. This Gateway is also precedence to the Return of the
Divine Feminine Essence, coupled with the Masculine Alignment of one's Personal
Inner-Mastery, in the Remembrance and Teachings of the I Am Presence of Peace,
Love and Balance.
As Divine Messages, Newborn-Codes and Harmonics begin the Energy Process, an
Illumination formulation begins to occur within the embodiment’s system. As the

7-Day Transmissions begin, the 7 Light-Rays of Love streamline the EnergeticConnectors to the Receiver, and activates an Energetic Light-Field-Transfer.
The Energy Experience is Receiving....
~ When Expectations are Released ~ Receiving is Increased ~
If the Mind tries to convince you with an Expectation of this way or that, it becomes
a continual control response to the embodiment’s system, until it is fully
surrendered.
When fully Released, the Light-Rays May Streamline the New Energy into the
Embodiment, and upload the Seeds of Light to our Energetic Body of the 5-D
Experience and beyond.
~ The Energy Experience is of a Mastery-Plan
Guided by the Highest of Love and Light ~
Divine Blessings to Thee
Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium
Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earth’s Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am
Presence and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
13MMM13
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